**Blue Ribbon Survey Responses**

**3/7/19**

**Question #1**

Closing Administration Building - this concept closes 389 St. Clair and would involve the services currently pr... when creating a reconfiguration plan.

47 responses

- 100%
- I support further consideration of this concept
- I do not support further consideration of this concept

**Question #2**

Maintaining a Separate Early Childhood Facility - this concept would involve GPPSS prioritizing a facility primarily ...ts when creating a reconfiguration plan.

47 responses

- 89.4%
- 10.6%
- I support further consideration of this concept
- I do not support further consideration of this concept
Question #3

Maintain the Current K-5, 6-8, & 9-12 Grade Configuration - this concept would prioritize maintaining the current... when creating a reconfiguration plan.

47 responses

Question #4

Utilize a K-6, 7-8, & 9-12 Grade Configuration - this concept would prioritize moving the 6th graders back... when creating a reconfiguration plan.

47 responses
**Question #5**

Utilize a K-4, 5-8, & 9-12 Grade Configuration - this concept would prioritize expanding the grade scope of... when creating a reconfiguration plan.

47 responses

**Question #6**

Utilize One Gravity School - this concept would prioritize the creation of a single Gravity School when creating a reconfiguration plan.

47 responses
**Question #7**

Utilize Two Gravity Schools - this concept would prioritize the creation of two Gravity Schools when creating a reconfiguration plan.

47 responses

**Question #8**

Create a Service Center - this concept would prioritize closing a middle school and converting it into a service...hood services and other programming.

47 responses